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After 27 years in Business, serving 5,000+ clients on 3 continents and
winning multiple awards along our way, we are excited to present our first
own furniture line. This Collection is the essence of pieces that are loved by
our clients over and over again.

Being based in Dubai now for the last 4 years, we are able to use the
amazing craftsmanship available to redesign and improve classic but
contemporary pieces that fit in every environment - and we make it fit into
your budget. As every item is custom made in the UAE, sourcing the best
materials worldwide, we can really offer bespoke Interior Design solutions
for you home.

This Collection should be seen as a starting point for a conversation
between the client and us. For this reason prices shown are an indicator and
vary with your requirements.

Let's connect!

Dagmar Schwark
Psychologist and Founder
Luxe Interiors LLC



Malibu Sofa

Sofa
PRODUCT TYPE

The Malibu sofa in pristine white linen
embodies sheer comfort, cradling you in its
luxurious embrace. Its irresistible coziness is
nothing short of a bestseller's promise, inviting
you to unwind, relax, and indulge in moments
of pure bliss. Experience the ultimate in
comfort and style with this iconic piece. Stain
resistant material available.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 6,800

250cm (W)
DIMENSIONS

Cotton Linen

AVAILABLE IN

Leather



Coronado Curved Sofa

Sofa
PRODUCT TYPE

The Coronado Sofa, with its graceful, curved
design and pristine white linen upholstery,
encapsulates the essence of tranquility. It
reflects the undulating waves of the ocean,
evoking a sense of serenity and escape. Sitting
upon it, one can't help but be swept away by a
soothing, oceanic reverie. Stain resistant
material available.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 5,800

250cm (W)
DIMENSIONS

Cotton Linen

AVAILABLE IN

Leather



Hollywood Sectional Sofa

Sofa
PRODUCT TYPE

Experience unparalleled comfort on the Hollywood
Sectional Sofa, where pristine white linen meets the
luxury of feather lining. Sink into its embrace, and you'll
find yourself ensconced in a cloud of relaxation, as if
every worry has evaporated, leaving only the pure bliss
of ultimate comfort. Shown here is the white Belgium
linen, safeguard treated, with dimensions of 330cm x
330cm, priced at AED 18,500. 

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 7,800

250cm (W)
DIMENSIONS

Cotton Linen

AVAILABLE IN

Leather



Monarch Sofa Chair

Chair
PRODUCT TYPE

The Monarch Sofa Chair, draped in luxurious
white bouclé fabric, epitomizes comfort and style.
Its sturdy solid wood frame, complemented by
elegant walnut legs, ensures durability and
timeless appeal. This chair is more than just a
piece of furniture; it's a symbol of relaxation and
sophistication, inviting you to unwind in style.
Stain resistant material available.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 2,800

77cm (H), 80cm (W), 80cm (L)
DIMENSIONS

Cotton Linen

AVAILABLE IN

Leather



Lake Tahoe Chair

Chair
PRODUCT TYPE

The Lake Tahoe sofa chair is a testament to
timeless elegance, crafted from exquisite
white oak. Its allure lies not only in its natural
beauty but in the embrace of its three-piece
cushion. Whether indoors or under the open
sky, it cradles you in comfort, making every
moment unforgettable. Stain resistant
material available.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 3,800

73cm (H), 70cm (W), 79cm (L)
DIMENSIONS

Cotton Linen

AVAILABLE IN

Leather



Pasadena Dining Table

Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The Pasadena dining table is a masterpiece of
modern design. Its round marble top exudes
sophistication and elegance. The pedestal,
finished in a captivating matte copper color, adds
a touch of opulence to any dining space. The
Pasadena dining table elevates every meal into a
memorable dining experience. Alternative
elegant pedestals available.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE

Engineered
Wood

Striped Red
Oak Wood

AED 5,800

AVAILABLE IN

Travertine
Microplaster

Surface Diameter: 120cm, Base: 72cm (H)
DIMENSIONS



Yosemite Dining Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The Yosemite is a blend of contemporary design
and natural beauty. Its tempered glass top
allows the grace of simplicity to shine through.
The base, crafted from travertine microplaster,
adds an earthy, organic touch The Yosemite
dining table invites versatility and elegance to
your dining space. Available in various sizes.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 6,800Table

Tempered glass: 100cm², Thickness: 19mm
Base: 72cm (H)

DIMENSIONS

Tempered
Glass

Travertine
Microplaster

Striped Red
Oak Wood

Engineered
Wood

AVAILABLE IN



Venice Chair

Chair
PRODUCT TYPE

The Venice dining chair redefines comfort and
style, standing as one of the most inviting dining
chairs in the market. Luxuriously upholstered in
sumptuous chocolate brown Italian nubuk leather,
it exudes opulence. Crafted with ergonomic
precision, it cradles you in unmatched coziness. For
those seeking a personalized touch, it's also
available in a range of fabric options.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 1,500

85cm (H), 60cm (W), 60cm (D)
DIMENSIONS

Cotton Linen

AVAILABLE IN

Leather



Montecito Bed

Bed
PRODUCT TYPE

The Montecito, in its radiant white linen upholstery,
is a global bestseller that exudes an aura of pristine
elegance. This bed transforms your bedroom into a
sanctuary of individual style. Slumber becomes an
opulent escape into a world of comfort and beauty,
making it the crowning jewel of bedrooms
worldwide. Personalization knows no bounds with
hundreds of color and fabric options available.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE

Cotton Linen

AED 4,800 (frame only)

AVAILABLE IN

Leather

Queen, King, Super King 
DIMENSIONS



Fresno Bedside Table

Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The Fresno bedside table is a compact marvel with
exceptional functionality. Its drawer and shelf,
maximize storage with its modest dimensions.
Displayed in a beige finish with complementing
walnut legs, it’s a visual delight. The Fresno
harmonizes with any design aesthetic, from classic
to contemporary. A true space-saving wonder, it
proves that great things come in small package.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 1,600

MATERIAL

50cm (H), 45cm (W), 40cm (D)

Engineered
Wood

Solid Wood
in Walnut Color

DIMENSIONS



Yellowstone Table
PRODUCT TYPE

A true work of art, Yellowstone seamlessly bridges
indoor and outdoor spaces. Crafted with a Carrara
marble top and solid teak tree trunk, it brings
nature's beauty to your space. This table blends
rustic charm with elegance. Whether gracing your
interior or outdoors, the Yellowstone side table is a
testament to nature's craftsmanship, offering
functionality and aesthetic that's one-of-a-kind.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 1,800

MATERIAL

Sizes vary

Teak Tree
Trunk

Hand-Honed
Carrara Marble

DIMENSIONS

Table



Santa Barbara Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The Santa Barbara travertine side table is a
testament to the beauty of natural stone. Crafted
from polished travertine, its 90-degree open base
creates a captivating visual dynamic, offering a
unique perspective from every angle. This table is a
stunning fusion of form and function, adding a
touch of timeless elegance to any space.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 1,400

MATERIAL

50cm (H), 50cm (W), 50cm (L)
DIMENSIONS

Travertine
Marble 

Table



La Jolla Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The La Jolla travertine side table represents an
epitome of stunning design. A classic
reimagined, it features 50% thicker stone for an
even more impactful presence. With its timeless
aesthetic and enhanced substance, this table
makes an unmistakably powerful statement in
any setting, showcasing both elegance and
robustness.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 1,500

MATERIAL

Travertine
Marble 

Table

50cm (H), 50cm (W), 35cm (D), Thickness: 3cm
DIMENSIONS



Carmel Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The Carmel coffee table, a versatile cube of
elegance, captivates in rare Calacatta Greek
marble. Its clean lines and pristine white marble
embody sophistication and simplicity. Whether
as a coffee table or bedside companion, it adds
a touch of opulence to your space, promising
both beauty and functionality.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 1,800

45cm (H), 45cm (W), 45cm (L)

Calacatta
Greek Marble

Other Marble
Colors 

DIMENSIONS

AVAILABLE IN

Table



Palo Alto Pedestal Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The Palo Alto High Coffee Table, showcased in
exquisite Calacatta Greek marble, is a versatile
masterpiece. Its elevated design serves dual
purposes - as a chic coffee table and a striking art
pedestal. This functional and elegant piece allows
you to display your art and elevate your living
space in a unique way.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 2,100 

55cm (H), 35cm (W), 35cm (L)

Calacatta
Greek Marble

Other Marble
Colors 

DIMENSIONS

AVAILABLE IN

Table



Laguna Coffee Table
PRODUCT TYPE

The Laguna coffee table, graced by Calacatta
Greek marble, exudes timeless sophistication
that complements any setting flawlessly. Its
design lends itself as a perfect canvas to
showcase your coffee table books, enhancing
your space with both practicality and exquisite
style. A fusion of function and beauty, Laguna
elevates any environment.

DESCRIPTION

STARTING PRICE
AED 3,600

30cm (H), 70cm (W), 100 cm (L)

Calacatta
Greek Marble

Other Marble
Colors 

DIMENSIONS

AVAILABLE IN

Table



Get In Touch
+971 50 925 2340
Call or WhatsApp
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